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What is Science?
• Science is a body of knowledge (and more), but
only looks to find “what is there”…
• Based upon:
• observation
– objectivity

• repeatability

What is Science?
• Repeated objective observations may
eventually lead to a theory
• Theory – A general set of principles, supported by evidence
(observations), that explains some aspect of nature.
– Very different from a “theory” outside of science.
• conjecture

Two Approaches to Science
• Discovery Science
• Hypothesis Driven Science
– most scientists use a combination of both types
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Discovery Science
• Observations (verifiable) and measurements
• No experimentation
• Can lead to important conclusions by using
inductive reasoning
– Very specific observations in large numbers
generalized outward to a specific conclusion

• Example: 10,000 organisms observed found to
be made of cells.
– Therefore - All organisms are made of cells
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Hypothesis-Driven Science
• Observations lead to questions which leads to a
hypothesis which leads to experimentation
• What is a hypothesis?
– An explanation on trial
– Must be testable
• Does this organism require oxygen? - testable
• Does canned food make a dog happy? - not testable
• Must be definable, detectable, measurable

• Use deductive reasoning
– If A = B and B = C then A = C
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Hypothesis and Prediction
• Hypothesis
– a scientific “prediction”
• based on prior knowledge

– a type of “if …. then” statement
• that is testable and only has ONE factor or variable
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Design the Experiment
• hardest part of the experiment
• many factors will affect your experiment
– called variables

• independent variable
– what you change

• dependent variable
– what you measure

• in a controlled experiment
– it is “assumed” that you have accounted for as
many of the variables as possible
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Collect the Data
• defining your dependent variable is the most
important step
– Again, is it testable?

• you may have to refine your technique
– Organized trial and error
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Evaluate
• Correlation versus causation
• Very rarely will a “good” scientist say that
results are causation.
– Correlation
– Statistically supported
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Example
• An example of hypothesis testing is Louis
Pasteurʼs experiment regarding the
spontaneous generation of life
– Prior to this experiment, many believed life could
arise from nothing…
• Maggots appear to “spontaneously generate” on meat left
exposed

Scientific method at work: Pasteur tests “spontaneous generation”

Example

Observation

growth of
new material
in broth

sterile flask
sterile broth

When you start with a sterile
. . . a growth of new living material
flask of sterile meat broth. . .
generally appears in the broth.
Question: What is the source of the living material?
Hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1

The living material is derived from nonliving
material (spontaneous generation).
Pasteurʼs experiments:

Hypothesis 2

The living material is derived from
living material outside of the flask.
remove trap

sterile flask

dust trapped
in neck of flask

Particle
trap

growth
no growth

sterile
broth
growth
tip flask to mix trapped
dust into broth
Conclusion: No growth appears in the broth unless dust is admitted from outside.
Reject “spontaneous generation” hypothesis.

When is a Theory Proven?
• Never! (officially anyway)
– Only falsifiable

• Every assertion regarding the natural world is
subject to challenge and revision.
– Hence, repeatability

• As hypotheses are independently repeated, they
are either “supported” or “unsupported”
– Only after many repetitions with the same result
will a hypothesis become a theory
• Always and forever subject to further testing or
knowledge
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